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Abstract—In this paper, an adaptive dc-link voltage con-
trolled thyristor-controlled LC-coupling hybrid active power filter
(TCLC-HAPF) is proposed for reducing switching loss, switch-
ing noise, and enhancing the compensating performance. Unfortu-
nately, the TCLC-HAPF has both controllable active TCLC part
and active inverter part; thus, the conventional minimum dc-link
voltage calculation methods for active power filter (APF) and LC-
coupling hybrid APF (LC-HAPF) cannot be directly applied to the
TCLC-HAPF. Moreover, the aforementioned dc-link voltage cal-
culation methods were developed based on the fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT), which makes the calculation complex. This paper also
presents a simplified minimum dc-link voltage calculation method
for TCLC-HAPF reactive power and current harmonics compen-
sation, which can significantly reduce the large amount of the cal-
culation steps by using the FFT method. After that, an adaptive
dc-link voltage controller for the TCLC-HAPF is developed to dy-
namically keep its operating at its minimum dc-link voltage level
to reduce its switching loss and switching noise. Finally, repre-
sentative simulation and experimental results are given to verify
the proposed simplified dc-link voltage calculation method and the
adaptive dc-link voltage control method of TCLC-HAPF.

Index Terms—Adaptive dc-link voltage control, current har-
monics, reactive power, thyristor-controlled LC-hybrid active
power filter (TCLC-HAPF).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the proliferation and increased use of power elec-
tronics devices (nonlinear loads) and motor loadings,

such as converters, adjustable speed drives, arc furnaces, bulk
rectifiers, power supplies, computers, fluorescent lamps, ele-
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vators, escalators, large air conditioning systems, compressors,
etc., in distribution power systems, the power quality (PQ) prob-
lems become more serious, especially for lower power factor
and harmonic pollution [1]–[11]. To solve the above PQ issues,
different PQ compensators have been developed.

The active power filters (APFs) have been widely used to
dynamically compensate reactive power and harmonic current.
However, the APFs require high dc-link voltage (Vdc) for per-
forming compensation, so their initial and operating costs are
high [5]–[11]. Afterwards, different hybrid APF (HAPF) topolo-
gies composed of APF and passive power filter (PPF) in series
and/or parallel have been proposed [4]–[9], aiming to improve
the compensation characteristics of PPFs and reduce the voltage
and/or current ratings (costs) of the APFs. LC-coupled HAPFs
(LC-HAPFs) [12]–[16] can be considered as a good tradeoff
between the system cost and compensation performance, which
aims to reduce the dc-link operating voltage. However, the LC-
HAPF has a narrow reactive power variation range, which may
require a high Vdc when it is operating outside its compensa-
tion range, thus losing its low Vdc characteristic. To enlarge the
compensation range and keep at a low rating of active inverter
part simultaneously, a thyristor-controlled LC-coupling-hybrid
APFs (TCLC-HAPFs) were proposed in 2014 and 2016 for
distribution [17], [18] and transmission power systems [19], re-
spectively. The TCLC-HAPF can provide a much wider reactive
power compensation range than the LC-HAPF and keeps the low
dc-link operating voltage characteristics as the LC-HAPF.

In practical case, there is always a minimum dc-link voltage
for PQ compensators performing load reactive power and har-
monic current compensation. As the switching loss is directly
proportional to Vdc [14], [16], [20], the PQ compensators have
higher switching loss if Vdc is higher, and vice versa. On the
other hand, a sufficient Vdc can ensure satisfactory compensa-
tion performance. Thus, it is necessary to obtain an appropriate
Vdc to achieve satisfactory compensation performance with low
switching loss and switching noise.

Different minimum Vdc design methods for different PQ com-
pensators have been reported among the existing literature [14]–
[16], [21]–[24]. In [22]–[24], Vdc of the APFs are designed to
be equal or larger than certain voltage levels, such as line to
line voltage peak value [22], 2

√
2 times the fundamental output
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voltage of the active inverter [23], 2
√

2 times the root mean
square (rms) value of the system source voltage [24]. However,
the Vdc calculation methods in [22]–[24] are not related to the
loading situation, so that the calculated Vdc are not accurate for
compensation. To obtain a more accurate Vdc requirement for
APF, Lam et al. [21] proposed a detailed deduction analysis of
the minimum Vdc value for both fundamental reactive power
and current harmonic compensation based on the complicated
fast Fourier transform (FFT). Later on, the minimum Vdc cal-
culation method of APF has been extended to the LC-HAPF
systems [14]–[16]. Even through the Vdc calculation method
for the adaptive Vdc-controlled LC-HAPF in [14] is based on
the single-phase instantaneous p–q theory [25], the work in
[14] aims to compensate dynamic reactive power problem only
without current harmonics consideration. When the LC-HAPFs
are designed to compensate both reactive power and current
harmonics simultaneously, similar as APF case, the Vdc calcu-
lation still requires the FFT [15], [16], which makes the Vdc
calculation complex. As the TCLC-HAPF has controllable ac-
tive TCLC part and active inverter part, it should have different
Vdc calculation equations in comparison to the APFs and the
LC-HAPFs as they have fixed passive L/LC part.

Even though TCLC-HAPF was first proposed in 2014 [17],
the derivation of its Vdc design was reported in [18]. However,
Vdc in [18] was proposed to compensate the fundamental reac-
tive power left by the TCLC part, while the current harmonic
components and the loading reactive power over the TCLC part
compensation range situation have not been taken into consider-
ation. If the Vdc design in [18] is directly applied to compensate
time-varying nonlinear loads, the TCLC-HAPF may fail to per-
form satisfactory current quality compensation.

Moreover, the TCLC-HAPF is always operating at a fixed Vdc
level [17]–[19], the TCLC-HAPF will obtain a larger switching
loss if a higher Vdc is used, and vice versa. Therefore, if Vdc can
be adaptively changed according to different loading situations,
the TCLC-HAPF can achieve better performances and opera-
tional flexibility. Besides, if the Vdc calculation for the TCLC-
HAPF is based on the instantaneous p–q theory instead of using
the complicated FFT as in [15], [16], and [21], the number of Vdc
calculation steps and its corresponding processing time can be
significantly reduced, which can relax the original complex Vdc
calculation problem. Due to the limitations among the existing
literature, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) Propose a Vdc calculation method for the TCLC-HAPF,
in which the proposed Vdc method in [14]–[16], and [21]
for the APF or the LC-HAPF cannot be directly applied to
the TCLC-HAPF because the TCLC-HAPF has control-
lable active TCLC part (which changes depending on the
loading situation) and active inverter part, while the APFs
and the LC-HAPFs have fixed passive L/LC part (which
is independent of the loading situation).

2) Propose a simplified minimum Vdc calculation for the
TCLC-HAPF reactive power and current harmonics com-
pensation, which can significantly reduce the number of
calculation steps compared to the conventional Vdc calcu-
lation methods based on the FFT [15], [16], [21]; thus, the
digital controller can reduce the required processing time
and ensure the system response time and performance.

Fig. 1. Circuit configuration of a three-phase three-wire TCLC-HAPF.

Fig. 2. Single-phase equivalent circuit models of the TCLC-HAPF: (a) at
fundamental frequency, (b) at nth order harmonic frequency.

3) Develop an adaptive dc-link voltage controller for the
TCLC-HAPF reactive power and current harmonics com-
pensation based on the simplified Vdc calculation method,
in which the proposed adaptive control can also be used
for unbalanced loading compensation.

4) With the proposed adaptive dc-link voltage controller, the
TCLC-HAPF can operate at its required Vdc level, thus
lowering the system switching loss and noise.

In this paper, the background information and motivation of
this paper are introduced in Section I. The circuit configura-
tion and modeling of a three-phase three-wire TCLC-HAPF
are described in Section II. Based on its modeling, the sim-
plified Vdc calculation method is proposed in Section III and
the adaptive Vdc control block is given in Section IV. Then,
representative simulation case studies (in Section V) and ex-
perimental results (in Section VI) are provided to verify the
deduced Vdc calculation method and the proposed adaptive Vdc
controller for the TCLC-HAPF. Finally, conclusion is drawn in
Section VII.

II. CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION OF THREE-PHASE

THREE-WIRE TCLC-HAPF

The circuit configuration of a three-phase three-wire TCLC-
HAPF is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the single-phase
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TCLC-HAPF equivalent circuit models at the fundamental and
harmonic frequencies. In this TCLC-HAPF topology, the TCLC
part and the active inverter part can complement each other’s
disadvantages. As the TCLC part offers the reactive power com-
pensation range and provides a large fundamental voltage drop
between the load voltage and the active inverter voltage, the volt-
age rating of the active inverter part can be significantly reduced.
On the other hand, the active inverter part can solve the inherent
problems of using the TCLC alone, such as inrush currents, res-
onance problem, noise of thyristors turning on/off, mistuning of
firing angles, and low harmonic compensation ability.

From Fig. 1, vsx , isx , vx , iLx , and icx (“x” denotes phase a, b,
or c) represent the source voltage, source current, load voltage,
load current, and compensating current, respectively, Ls is the
system inductance. For the TCLC part, Lc, CPF , and LPF are its
coupling inductor, parallel capacitor, and its thyristor-controlled
reactor; and the pair of D1x and D2x is the bi-directional thyris-
tor switch of the TCLC part. For the active inverter part, vinvx
is the output voltage of the voltage source inverter (VSI); T1x

and T2x are the switching devices; Cdc and Vdc are the dc-
link capacitor and its voltage. Fig. 2 shows the single-phase
equivalent circuit models of the TCLC-HAPF. In the following,
the subscripts “f,” “h,” and “n” represent the fundamental, total
harmonic, and harmonic order.

For the fundamental frequency circuit model as shown in
Fig. 2(a), Vxf and Vinvxf are the fundamental load and VSI volt-
ages; Isxf , Icxf , and ILxf are the fundamental source, reactive
compensating, and load currents, XTCLCxf is the fundamental
reactance of the TCLC part.

For the nth order harmonic frequency circuit model as shown
in Fig. 2(b), Vinvxn is the nth order harmonic output voltage
of the VSI; Isxn , Icxn , and ILxn are the nth order harmonic
system, compensating, and load currents, XTCLCxn is the nth
order harmonic reactance of the TCLC part, with the harmonic
order nth = 6k±1th, k = 1, 2 . . . � for the three-phase three-wire
system [26], [27].

From Figs. 1 and 2, the phase fundamental and harmonic
reactance values of the TCLC part can be calculated as [19]

XTCLCxf (αx) =
πXLPFfXCPFf

XCPFf (2π − 2αx + sin 2αx) − πXLPFf

+ XLcf

XTCLCxn(αx) =
πXLPFnXCPFn

XCPFn(2π − 2αx + sin 2αx) − πXLPFn

+ XLcn (1)

where XLcf = ωLc, XLPFf = ωLPF , XCPFf = 1/(ωCPF);
XLcn = nωLc, XLPFn = nωLPF , XCPFn = 1/(nωCPF), ω
(= 2πf) is the fundamental angular frequency. αx is the phase
firing angle of the thyristor switches, which can be obtained
from the TCLC-HAPF controller and the detailed discussion of
the TCLC-HAPF control will be presented in Section IV.

With the help of Fig. 2, the minimum dc-link voltage cal-
culation for the TCLC-HAPF will be proposed and discussed
in Section III. In the following analysis, vsx and vx as shown
in Fig. 1 are assumed to be pure sinusoidal without harmonic

components, that is Vsx = Vx = Vxf [14], [21] for simplifica-
tion, and all the parameters are in rms values.

III. PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED MINIMUM DC-LINK VOLTAGE

CALCULATION METHOD

To avoid using the complicated FFT method of the minimum
Vdc calculation [15], [16], [21] for the TCLC-HAPF reactive
power and current harmonics compensation, a simplified min-
imum Vdc calculation method is proposed. Vdc of the TCLC-
HAPF includes both fundamental and harmonic components
which can be expressed as

Vdcx =
√

Vdcxf
2 + Vdcxh

2 (2)

Vdc = max
(
Vdca , Vdcb , Vdcc

)
(3)

where Vdcxf and Vdcxh are the required dc-link voltages for com-
pensating fundamental reactive power and current harmonics of
each phase. The final Vdc is calculated as the maximum value
among the three phase values. In this section, Vdcxf and Vdcxh
will be separately discussed in Sections III-A and III-B, and a
comparison of the Vdc calculation for the TCLC-HAPF by using
the conventional FFT method [15], [16], [21] and the proposed
method will be discussed in Section III-C.

A. Deduction of DC-Link Voltage (Vdcxf ) at Fundamental
Frequency

From Fig. 2(a), the phase fundamental inverter output voltage
(Vinvxf ) can be expressed as

Vinvxf = |Vx − |XTCLCxf (αx)| · |Icxf || (4)

where Vx, Icxf , and XTCLCxf (αx) are the fundamental load
voltage, fundamental reactive compensating current, and TCLC
part fundamental impedance, respectively. The reactive power
(Qcx TCLCf (αx)) provided by the TCLC part and the load re-
active power (QLxf ) can be expressed as

Qcx TCLCf (αx) =
Vx

2

XTCLCxf (αx)
(5)

QLxf = Vx · ILxf q = Vx · (−Icxf ) (6)

where ILxfq is the phase fundamental load reactive current and
is equal to –Icxf after the TCLC-HAPF compensation at ideal
case. By combining (4)–(6), the required dc-link voltage (Vdcxf )
at the fundamental frequency can be expressed as

Vdcxf =
√

6 × Vinvxf =
√

6 · Vx

∣∣∣∣
|QLxf | − |Qcx TCLCf (αx)|

Qcx TCLCf (αx)

∣∣∣∣.

(7)

In (7), Qcx TCLCf (αx) can also be expressed as

Qcx TCLCf (αx) =
Vx

2

πXL P F f XC P F f
XC P F f (2π−2αx +sin 2αx )−πXL P F f

+ XLcf

(8)
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Fig. 3. Relationship between Vdcxf and QLxf .

and it varies within two fixed boundaries according to the range
(90◦ < αx < 180◦) of the firing angle as

Qcx TCLCf (αx = 90◦) =
V 2

x

XTCLCxf (αx = 90◦)

=
V 2

x
XL P F f XC P F f

XC P F f −XL P F f
+ XLcf

(9)

Qcx TCLCf (αx = 180◦) =
V 2

x

XTCLCxf (αx = 180◦)

=
V 2

x

XLcf − XCPFf
. (10)

Moreover, if QLxf is within the compensation range of the
TCLC part, that is Qcx TCLCf (αx) = −QLxf and Vdcxf = 0 can
be achieved; otherwise, Vdcxf > 0. Based on (7)–(10), the re-
lationship between Vdcxf and QLxf can be plotted as shown in
Fig. 3.

B. Deduction of DC-Link Voltage (Vdcxh) at Harmonic
Frequency

The three-phase three-wire nonlinear loads with six-pulse
rectifiers such as ac–dc converters, speed-controlled dc motors,
and steel hardening machines, etc., usually produce larger har-
monic current than many other kinds of loads in the industrial
applications [27]–[30]. Therefore, the six-pulse rectifier loads
are mainly focused in this paper. If the proposed minimum Vdc
can compensate this kind of rectifier loads, many other kinds
of loadings can also be compensated [31], [32]. The harmonic
currents (ILxn) of the six-pulse rectifier loads can be obtained
through Fourier series [33] as

ILxn =
ILxf

n
, nth = 6k ± 1th, k = 1, 2...∞. (11)

In (11), ILxn at each harmonic order can be expressed in
terms of the fundamental load current (ILxf ). Based on (11), the
required dc-link voltage (Vdcxh) at harmonic frequency can be

Fig. 4. Relationship among Vdcx , ILxn , and QLx .

expressed as

Vdcxh =
√

6 ×
√∑∞

n=2

(
Vinvxn

2)

=
√

6 ×
√∑∞

n=2

[
(XTCLCxn(αx) × ILxn)2

]
(12)

Vdcxh =
√

6 · ILxf ·
√√√√∑∞

n=2

[(
1
n
· XTCLCxn(αx)

)2
]

=
√

6 · ILxf · A(αx) (13)

where A(αx) =
√∑∞

n=2 [( 1
n · XTCLCxn(αx))2 ].

In (13), A(αx) is a constant related to XTCLCxn(αx) and
n, where XTCLCxn(αx) is in terms of the firing angle (αx) as
shown in (1), and a look up table (LUT) (αx vs A(αx)) can be
built in order to simplify the A(αx) calculation. Besides, the
fundamental load current ILxf can be calculated by using the
single-phase instantaneous p–q theory [25] as

SLx =

√
p̄2

Lx + q̄2
Lx

2
(14)

ILxf =
SLx

Vx
(15)

where SLx is the apparent power of the loading, p̄Lx and q̄Lx are
the dc components of the instantaneous load active and reactive
power [25].

Based on the above deduction, from the TCLC-HAPF system
parameters as shown in Table III, the phase required dc-link
voltage Vdcx of the TCLC-HAPF can be plotted as shown in
Fig. 4.

When there is no harmonic current problem, the required Vdcx
will obtain the same results as shown in Fig. 3. The minimum
Vdcx = 0 can be achieved if QLx is within the compensation
range of the TCLC part. In addition, the larger the harmonic
current contents, the larger the Vdcx requirement.
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TABLE I
REQUIRED NUMBER OF MATHEMATICAL OPERATORS FOR THE CONVENTIONAL

MINIMUM Vdcx CALCULATION BY USING FFT [15], [16], [21]

Operation

Calculation + – × / x2 �x sin x |x|

Ic x fq (6) 1 1
Vd c x f =

√
6 V in v x f with (4) 2 3 9 1 1 1 3

FFT IL x n (complex) [34] 13 566 4360
IL x n [33] 7 14 7
Vd c x h (12) 20 14 57 7 7 2 7
Vd c x (2) 1 2 1
Operations 13596 18 4426 9 23 11 8 3

Note: “+” addition, “–” subtraction, “×” multiplication, “/” division, “x2” square, “�x”
square root, “sin x” sine of an angle, “|x|” absolute.

TABLE II
REQUIRED NUMBER OF MATHEMATICAL OPERATORS FOR THE PROPOSED

SIMPLIFIED MINIMUM Vdcx CALCULATION METHOD

Operation

Calculation + – × / x2 �x sin x |x|

Q c x T C L C f (αx ) (8) 2 2 7 2 1 1
Vd c x f (7) 1 2 1 1 3
IL x f (14) (15) 1 2 2 1
Vd c x h (13) 2 1
Vd c x (2) 1 2 1
Operations 4 3 11 5 5 4 1 3

Note: “+” addition, “–” subtraction, “×” multiplication, “/” division, “x2”
square, “�x” square root, “sin x” sine of an angle, “|x|” absolute.

TABLE III
SYSTEM AND TCLC-HAPF PARAMETERS

Parameters Physical Values

System f , v s x , L s x 50 Hz, 110 V, 0.5 mH
TCLC-HAPF L c , LP F , CP F , Cd c 2.5 mH, 30 mH, 160 μF, 3300 μF

C. Comparison Between Conventional and Proposed
Minimum Vdc Calculation Methods

To compare the calculation steps between the conventional
Vdc calculation method (based on FFT) [15], [16], [21] and
the proposed Vdc calculation method for the TCLC-HAPF, Ta-
bles I and II summarize their required number of mathematical
operators. The assumptions used in this comparison are 1) the
considered harmonic current order is up to 23rd, and 2) the sam-
pling rate is 25 kHz and 512-point FFT algorithms are used in
the conventional method.

As shown in Table I, the conventional Vdc calculation method
(based on the 512-point FFT algorithm [34]) requires a large
amount of additions and multiplications. In contrast, the number
of additions and multiplications used in the proposed method are
99.97% and 99.76% less than the conventional method as shown
in Table II. Moreover, the other mathematical operators of the
proposed method are also less than the conventional method by
using FFT [15], [16], [21].

IV. CONTROL BLOCK OF THE PROPOSED ADAPTIVE DC-LINK

VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED TCLC-HAPF

In this section, the control block of the adaptive dc-link
voltage-controlled TCLC-HAPF is proposed based on the
above-mentioned Vdc calculation method. And the overall con-
trol block diagram is shown in Fig. 5, which consists of the fol-
lowing three subcontrol blocks: 1) TCLC control block, 2) active
VSI control block, and 3) adaptive dc-link voltage control block.

A. TCLC Control Block

For the TCLC control block as shown in Fig. 5, the funda-
mental load reactive power (QLxf ) is calculated by the single-
phase instantaneous p–q theory [18], [25], which is used to
control the firing angle (αx) of the thyristor switch (D1x

and D2x ). When QLxf varies within the compensation range
of the TCLC part, which means Qcx TCLCf (αx = 180o) <
−QLxf < Qcx TCLCf (αx = 90o), the corresponding αx can be
obtained from (8) with Qcx TCLCf (αx) = −QLxf . Otherwise,
if QLxf is outside the TCLC part compensation range, which
means Qcx TCLCf (αx = 180o) > −QLxf or Qcx TCLCf (αx =
90o) < −QLxf , αx would be set to be equal to 180° or 90°, re-
spectively. However, (8) has a term of −2αx + sin(2αx), which
does not have a closed-form solution. Therefore, an LUT (QLxf
vs αx ) is built, so that αx can be found according to the cal-
culated QLxf easily. Finally, the thyristor switches are triggered
by comparing αx to the phase angle of the load voltage (φvx),
that is obtained from a phase lock loop. The TCLC part can
compensate the reactive and unbalanced powers.

B. Active VSI Control Block

For the active VSI control part, the reference compensating
reactive and harmonic current (icxq ) is obtained through the
three-phase instantaneous p–q theory [18], [35]. When the Vdc
control is applied, icxq is added with the dc-link voltage control
feedback current signal (icx dc), that is obtained from the Vdc
control block, then it yields the final reference compensating
current (icx∗). Then, the compensating current error (Δicx),
which defines as the difference between the sensed compen-
sating current (icx) and icx∗, will be inputted to the hysteresis
pulse width modulation (PWM) signal generator to generate the
control trigger signals (T1x and T2x ) of the VSI. The active VSI
part can compensate the load harmonic current, improve the
reactive power compensation ability and dynamic performance
of the TCLC part, and also regulate the dc-link voltage to its
reference value.

C. Adaptive DC-Link Voltage Control Block

The adaptive dc-link voltage control block contains the ref-
erence dc-link voltage calculation block and the dc-link voltage
feedback control block.

1) Reference DC-Link Voltage Calculation Block: For the
reference dc-link voltage calculation block, the simplified Vdc
calculation method is used to calculate the phase required
Vdcx value for the final reference dc-link voltage determina-
tion (Vdc∗). All the input values such as αx, QLxf , p̄Lx , and
q̄Lx are obtained through the TCLC control block. Moreover, in
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Fig. 5. Control block diagram of the adaptive dc-link voltage-controlled TCLC-HAPF.

order to stabilize Vdc , Vdc∗ will be set to certain voltage levels
range for selection [14].

2) DC-Link Voltage Feedback Control Block: For the dc-link
voltage feedback control block, two proportional (P) controllers
with the gains (Kp and Kq ) are applied for generating the
dc-link voltage feedback compensating current signals icx dc

for the adaptive Vdc control. The dc-link voltage error signal
(ΔVdc), which is the difference between the reference Vdc∗
and the sensed Vdc , would be input into two proportional con-
trollers to generate the dc active and reactive feedback control
signals (ΔPdc and ΔQdc) [13]. ΔQdc is used to step change the
dc-link voltage during the start-up process, while ΔPdc is used
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to maintain the dc-link voltage as its reference due to the system
loss, in which the dc-link voltage control with feedback both ac-
tive ΔPdc and reactive ΔQdc components [13], [14], [16] can
achieve both the start-up dc-link voltage self-charging function,
maintaining the dc-link voltage and perform dynamic reactive
power compensation simultaneously. Similar to the setting of the
two controllers in [13], in order to simplify the control process,
ΔPdc and ΔQdc are actually calculated by the same controller,
i.e., Kp = Kq and ΔQdc = −ΔPdc . Then, ΔPdc and ΔQdc
would be input to the three-phase instantaneous p–q theory [35]
to generate the dc-link voltage feedback compensating current
signal (icx dc), which is used to update the reference icx∗ in
the active VSI block in order to adaptively control the dc-link
voltage of the TCLC-HAPF.

V. SIMULATION CASE STUDIES

In this section, simulation case studies of the TCLC-HAPF
compensation are executed by using the PSCAD/EMTDC plat-
form. The parameters of the TCLC-HAPF system used in the
simulations are summarized in Table III, and the maximum in-
ductive and capacitive reactive power provided by the TCLC
part is Qcx TCLCf (αx = 90o) = 647var and Qcx TCLCf (αx =
180o) = −633var.

To verify the proposed Vdc calculation method and adaptive
Vdc control for the TCLC-HAPF, two different balanced loading
simulation case studies are performed, namely: 1) under the
TCLC part reactive power compensation range and 2) over the
TCLC part reactive power compensation range.

For under compensation case, the load varies from Load 1
to Load 2, the load reactive power changes from 70var to
103var, which is within the designed compensation range of
the TCLC part of the TCLC-HAPF (−633var < Qcx TCLCf
(αx)< 647var). Moreover, the simulated TCLC-HAPF com-
pensation performances with the proposed adaptive Vdc control
will be compared with the conventional fixed Vdc-controlled
case.

For the over compensation case, when the Load 2 and Load 3
are connected to the system, the load reactive power rises to
936var, which is outside the TCLC part compensation range,
the adaptive Vdc control can also help to increase the Vdc level
to ensure the excessive load reactive power compensation.

In addition, with reference to the IEEE standard 519-2014
[36], the acceptable total demand distortion (TDD) � 12% with
ISC/IL is in 50 < 100 scale (a small rating 110 V–5 kVA
simulation model and experimental prototype). The nominal-
rated current is assumed to be equal to the fundamental load
current at the worst case analysis, which results in THD = TDD
� 12%. Therefore, this paper evaluates the TCLC-HAPF current
harmonics compensating performance by setting an acceptable
THD � 12%.

A. Under Compensation by Adaptive Vdc-Controlled
TCLC-HAPF

Fig. 6 shows the three-phase simulated system voltage
and current before TCLC-HAPF compensation during Load 1
varying to Load 2. Table IV summarizes the corresponding

Fig. 6. Simulated system voltage and current before TCLC-HAPF compen-
sation during under compensation case (Load 1 varying to Load 2).

TABLE IV
SIMULATION RESULTS BEFORE TCLC-HAPF COMPENSATION DURING UNDER

COMPENSATION CASE

Case: Phase is x [A] T H Dis x [%] Q s x f [var ] P Fs x

Load 1 a, b, c 6.69 27.9 70 0.96
Load 2 a, b, c 9.03 27.5 103 0.96

TABLE V
SIMULATED ADAPTIVE Vdc LEVELS OF THE TCLC-HAPF DURING UNDER

COMPENSATION CASE

Conventional Method with FFT Proposed Method Final Reference

Case: Required Vd c Required Vd c Vd c Level
Load 1 24.8 V 26.1 V 30 V
Load 2 32.2 V 33.7 V 40 V

TABLE VI
SIMULATION RESULTS AFTER ADAPTIVE Vdc -CONTROLLED TCLC-HAPF

COMPENSATION DURING UNDER COMPENSATION CASE

Case: Phase is x [A ] T H Dis x [%] Q s x f [var ] P Fs x

Load 1 a, b, c 6.71 8.0 11 0.99
Load 2 a, b, c 8.73 8.3 11 0.99

simulation results before the TCLC-HAPF compensation. When
Load 1 is connected, the three-phase simulated total harmonic
distortion (THDisx) of the source current (isx) is 27.9% and
source power factor (PFsx) is 0.96. When Load 2 is connected,
THDisx is 27.5% and PFsx is 0.96, in which both THDisx
cannot satisfy the IEEE Standard [36].

The calculated minimum Vdc values for compensating Load 1
and Load 2 by using the conventional FFT and the proposed
methods are listed in Table V, where Vdc calculated by the
proposed method can cover the Vdc value calculated by the
conventional method, and the difference between them is small,
which verifies the proposed minimum Vdc calculation method.

The three-phase simulated system voltage and current with
the proposed adaptive Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF compensa-
tion is shown in Figs. 7 and 8, and the corresponding compensa-
tion results are summarized in Table VI. Figs. 7 and 8 show the
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Fig. 7. Simulated system voltage and current with the adaptive Vdc -controlled
TCLC-HAPF compensation during starts operation at Load 1.

Fig. 8. Simulated system voltage and current with the adaptive Vdc -controlled
TCLC-HAPF compensation during under compensation case (Load 1 varying
to Load 2).

TABLE VII
SIMULATION RESULTS AFTER FIXED Vdc = 60 V-CONTROLLED TCLC-HAPF

COMPENSATION DURING UNDER COMPENSATION CASE

Case: Phase Is x [A ] T H Dis x [%] Q s x f [var ] P Fs x

Load 1 a, b, c 6.76 6.4 20 0.99
Load 2 a, b, c 8.77 7.4 26 0.99

adaptive Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF during starts operation at
Load 1, and during Load 1 varying to Load 2. From Figs. 7 and
8, they show that Vdc level is changing adaptively according to
the load variations. Table VI shows that THDisx decreases to
less than 9% and PFsx is improved to 0.99 after the adaptive
Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF compensation, in which THDisx
satisfy the IEEE Standard [36].

To compare with the adaptive Vdc control method, a fixed
Vdc = 60 V control is applied to the TCLC-HAPF. Figs. 9 and
10 show the fixed Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF during starts op-
eration at Load 1, and during Load 1 varying to Load 2. Table VII
summarizes the corresponding compensation results. The com-
pensated THDisx decreases to less than 8% and PFsx is im-
proved to 0.99 after the fixed Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF com-
pensation. Comparing Fig. 10 with Fig. 8, the fixed and adaptive
dc voltage control can obtain similar steady-state compensation

Fig. 9. Simulated system voltage and current with the fixed Vdc -controlled
TCLC-HAPF compensation during starts operation at Load 1.

Fig. 10. Simulated system voltage and current with the fixed Vdc -controlled
TCLC-HAPF compensation during under compensation case (Load 1 varying
to Load 2).

results. But the proposed control strategy solely requires lower
dc voltage levels for compensation. Moreover, Fig. 11 shows
the compensating current ica of phase a and its frequency spec-
trum with THD values for the fixed and proposed adaptive Vdc-
controlled TCLC-HAPF. From Fig. 11, ica of the adaptive Vdc
control method obtains lower switching noise than the fixed Vdc
case.

Based on the above simulation results, they show that the
TCLC part can compensate the load reactive power, and Vdc
provided by the VSI of the TCLC-HAPF can deal with the har-
monic current problem. Figs. 6–11, verify 1) the proposed mini-
mum Vdc calculation method and 2) the adaptive Vdc-controlled
TCLC-HAPF can adaptively change Vdc to obtain lower switch-
ing noise and similar compensation performances compared
with the fixed Vdc case.

B. Over Compensation by Adaptive Vdc-Controlled
TCLC-HAPF

Fig. 12 shows the three-phase simulated system voltage and
current before TCLC-HAPF compensation during Load 2 vary-
ing to Load 2+Load 3. Table VIII summarizes the corresponding
simulation results for Load 2+Load 3 before the TCLC-HAPF
compensation. When Load 2+Load 3 are connected to the
system, the three-phase simulated THDisx becomes 16.4% and
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Fig. 11. Simulated ica and its frequency spectrum with (a) fixed Vdc for Load 1, (b) adaptive Vdc control for Load 1, (c) fixed Vdc for Load 2, and (d) adaptive
Vdc control for Load 2.

Fig. 12. Simulated system voltage and current before TCLC-HAPF compen-
sation during over compensation case (Load 2 varying to Load 2+3).

TABLE VIII
SIMULATION RESULTS BEFORE TCLC-HAPF COMPENSATION DURING OVER

COMPENSATION CASE

Case: Phase Is x [A ] T H Dis x [%] Q s x f [var ] P Fs x

Load 2 + Load 3 a, b, c 14.4 16.4 936 0.79

TABLE IX
SIMULATED ADAPTIVE Vdc LEVEL OF THE TCLC-HAPF DURING OVER

COMPENSATION CASE

Case: Required Vd c Vd c Level

Load 2 + Load 3 119.5 V 120 V

PFsx becomes 0.79, in which THDisx cannot satisfy the IEEE
Standard [36].

The calculated required minimum Vdc values for compensat-
ing Load 2+Load 3 case are listed in Table IX. Fig. 13 shows
the three-phase simulated system voltage and current with the
proposed adaptive Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF compensation
and Table X summarizes the corresponding compensation re-
sults. When Load 2+Load 3 are connected to the system, the
Vdc level adaptively changes from 40 to 120 V according to the
load condition, the THDisx and PFsx are compensated to 4.0%
and 0.99, respectively.

According to the simulation results of the over compensation
case, when the TCLC part of the TCLC-HAPF cannot provide
sufficient reactive power to the loads, the proposed adaptive Vdc
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Fig. 13. Simulated system voltage and current with the adaptive Vdc -
controlled TCLC-HAPF compensation during over compensation case (Load 2
varying to Load 2+3).

TABLE X
SIMULATION RESULTS AFTER ADAPTIVE Vdc -CONTROLLED TCLC-HAPF

COMPENSATION DURING OVER COMPENSATION CASE

Case: Phase Is x [A ] T H Dis x [%] Q s x f [var ] P Fs x

Load 2 + Load 3 a, b, c 11.8 4.0 89 0.99

control method can also dynamically increase the Vdc level to
increase the TCLC-HAPF reactive power compensation range.

Figs. 12 and 13, and Tables VIII–X verify that the adaptive
Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF can dynamically compensate the
reactive power and suppress the current harmonics when the
load reactive power falls outside the TCLC part compensation
range.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following experimental results are performed on an 110
V-5 kVA three-phase three-wire TCLC-HAPF laboratory proto-
type. The control system of the TCLC-HAPF is composed of two
paralleled DSP-TMS320F2812s to separately control the TCLC
part and the active inverter part. For the TCLC part, the thyristor
modules are SanRex PK110FG160. For the active inverter part,
the insulated gate bipolar transistors are PM300DSA60. The
system and the TCLC-HAPF parameters as shown in Table III
are also used for the experimental testing. However, owing to
the current limitation of the laboratory prototype, only under
compensation case will be tested in this section. The adap-
tive dc-link voltage-controlled TCLC-HAPF is verified in the
following two parts: 1) the dynamic performance of the TCLC-
HAPF according to the load variation (Load 1 varies to Load 2);
2) the comparison of the VSI switching noise and switching loss
with the fixed Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF.

Fig. 14 shows the three-phase experimental system volt-
age and current before the TCLC-HAPF compensation during
Load 1 varying to Load 2, and Table XI lists the experimental
results before the TCLC-HAPF compensation. When Load 1 is
connected, the three-phase THDisx values are 24.5%, 23.7%,
and 24.1%, and PFsx values are 0.96, 0.96, and 0.96, respec-
tively. When Load 2 is connected, the three-phase THDisx are

Fig. 14. Three-phase experimental system voltage and current before the
TCLC-HAPF compensation during Load 1 varying to Load 2.

TABLE XI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS BEFORE TCLC-HAPF COMPENSATION DURING Load

1 TO Load 2

Case: Phase is x [A ] T H Dis x [%] Q s x f [var ] P Fs x

Load 1 a 6.6 24.5 80 0.96
b 6.7 23.7 80 0.96
c 6.6 24.1 80 0.96

Load 2 a 8.7 23.2 110 0.96
b 8.5 22.4 110 0.96
c 8.5 22.8 110 0.96

TABLE XII
EXPERIMENTAL ADAPTIVE Vdc LEVELS OF THE TCLC-HAPF DURING Load 1

AND Load 2 CASES

Case: Required Vd c Vd c Level

Load 1 25.1 V 30 V
Load 2 35.1 V 40 V

23.2%, 22.4%, 22.8% and PFsx values are 0.96, 0.96, 0.96, re-
spectively, in which the THDisx for both loadings cannot satisfy
the IEEE Standard [36].

According to the proposed simplified minimum Vdc calcu-
lation method, the required Vdc of the adaptive Vdc-controlled
TCLC-HAPF compensation for Load 1 and Load 2 are listed in
Table XII.

A. Dynamic Performance of Adaptive Vdc-Controlled
TCLC-HAPF to Load Variation

Figs. 15 and 16 show the three-phase experimental system
voltage and current with the adaptive Vdc-controlled TCLC-
HAPF during starts operation at Load 1, and during Load 1
varying to Load 2. The corresponding experimental results af-
ter the adaptive Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF compensation are
summarized in Table XIII.

When Load 1 is connected, the Vdc level rises to 30 V, the
compensated THDisx values become 7.9%, 7.2%, 7.5%. When
Load 2 is connected, the Vdc level adaptively changes to 40 V,
the THDisx values become 6.8%, 5.8%, 6.4%, in which the
THDisx values for both loadings satisfy the IEEE Standard
[36]. And the three-phase PFsx values for both Load 1 and
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Fig. 15. Three-phase experimental system voltage and current with the
adaptive Vdc -controlled TCLC-HAPF compensation during starts operation at
Load 1.

Fig. 16. Three-phase experimental system voltage and current with the adap-
tive Vdc -controlled TCLC-HAPF compensation during Load 1 varying to
Load 2.

TABLE XIII
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AFTER THE ADAPTIVE Vdc -CONTROLLED

TCLC-HAPF COMPENSATION DURING Load 1 TO Load 2

Case: Phase Is x [A ] T H D is x [%] Q s x f [var ] P Fs x

Load 1 a 6.8 7.9 20 0.99
b 6.8 7.2 10 0.99
c 6.8 7.5 10 0.99

Load 2 a 8.8 6.8 20 0.99
b 8.7 5.8 20 0.99
c 8.8 6.4 30 0.99

Load 2 cases are improved to 0.99 after compensation. Figs. 15
and 16 and Tables XI and XIII verify the adaptive Vdc control
method for TCLC-HAPF reactive power and current harmonics
compensation.

B. Comparison With Fixed Vdc-Controlled TCLC-HAPF

To compare with the adaptive Vdc control method, a fixed
Vdc = 60V control is applied to the TCLC-HAPF. Figs. 17 and
18 show the three-phase experimental system voltage and cur-
rent with the fixed Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF during starts
operation at Load 1, and during Load 1 varying to Load 2 and
Table XIV summarizes the corresponding experimental com-
pensation results. From Table XIV, it shows the three-phase

Fig. 17. Three-phase experimental system voltage and current with the fixed
Vdc -controlled TCLC-HAPF compensation during starts operation at Load 1.

Fig. 18. Three-phase experimental system voltage and current with the fixed
Vdc -controlled TCLC-HAPF compensation during Load 1 varying to Load 2.

TABLE XIV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AFTER FIXED Vdc -CONTROLLED TCLC-HAPF

COMPENSATION DURING Load 1 TO Load 2

Case: Phase Is x [A ] T H Dis x [%] Q s x f [var ] P Fs x

Load 1 a 7.0 6.2 10 0.99
b 7.0 6.2 10 0.99
c 6.9 6.3 20 0.99

Load 2 a 9.0 5.0 20 0.99
b 8.9 5.5 10 0.99
c 9.0 5.0 20 0.99

THDisx values have been reduced to 6.2%, 6.2%, 6.3% for
Load 1, and 5.0%, 5.5%, 5.0% for Load 2; and PFsx is compen-
sated to above 0.99 after compensation, in which the THDisx
values for both loadings satisfy the IEEE Standard [36].

Moreover, Fig. 19 shows the compensating current ica of
phase a and its frequency spectrum with THD value for the
fixed and proposed adaptive Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF. From
Fig. 19, ica of the adaptive Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF obtains
lower switching noise than the fixed Vdc case.

Furthermore, referred to the VSI power loss calculation
method in [37], the experimental switching loss results for
compensating Load 1 and Load 2 by the fixed and adap-
tive Vdc-controlled TCLC-HAPF are shown in Table XV.
From Table XV, the switching power loss can be reduced by
17% and 18% for Load 1 and Load 2 by the adaptive Vdc
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Fig. 19. Experimental ica and its frequency spectrum with (a) fixed Vdc = 60 V for Load 1, (b) adaptive Vdc control for Load 1, (c) fixed Vdc = 60V for
Load 2, and (d) adaptive Vdc control for Load 2.

TABLE XV
EXPERIMENTAL VSI POWER LOSS BETWEEN FIXED AND ADAPTIVE

Vdc -CONTROLLED TCLC-HAPF DURING Load 1 TO Load 2

Power Loss [W]

Case: Fixed Vd c = 60V Adaptive Vd c

Load 1 141 W 117 W (Vd c = 30 V), ↓17%
Load 2 147 W 120 W (Vd c = 40 V), ↓18%

control. Therefore, Fig. 19 and Table XV verify that the adaptive
Vdc control method for TCLC-HAPF can reduce the switch-
ing noise and switching loss and obtain similar steady-state
compensation results in comparison with the fixed Vdc control
method.

For the proposed control strategy, due to its final reference
V ∗

dc is varying at different loading cases, the compensating per-
formance is affected at each Vdc varying. Compared with the
fixed Vdc one, the adaptive one obtains a longer settling time
during both the loading and Vdc level varying case. Moreover, its
dynamic response will be sacrificed a little bit under an adaptive
low dc operating voltage.

Fig. 20. Experimental results of dynamic performance by using the proposed
adaptive Vdc -controlled TCLC-HAPF during unbalanced loading compensa-
tion: source currents, compensating currents, capacitor (CPF ) currents, induc-
tor (LPF ) currents and dc-link voltage.

C. Proposed Adaptive DC-Link Voltage-Controlled
TCLC-HAPF for Unbalanced Loading Compensation

Fig. 20 shows the experimental results of dynamic per-
formance by using the proposed adaptive Vdc–controlled
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Fig. 21. Experimental system current spectrums (a) before compensation,
(b) after the proposed adaptive Vdc -controlled TCLC-HAPF compensation.

Fig. 22. Experimental phasor diagrams of system voltages and currents
(a) before compensation, and (b) after the proposed adaptive Vdc -controlled
TCLC-HAPF compensation.

TCLC-HAPF during unbalanced loading compensation.
Figs. 21 and 22 show the experimental system current spec-
trums and phasor diagrams of the system voltages and currents
before and after the adaptive Vdc–controlled TCLC-HAPF com-
pensation. From Figs. 21 and 22, the experimental THDisx
have been compensated to 10.5% (showing the worst phase), in
which the compensated THDisx satisfy the IEEE Standard [36].
And the compensated system voltage and current are in phase
for all the three phases, and the three-phase experimental system
currents become approximately balanced after TCLC-HAPF
compensation. Figs. 20–22 prove that the proposed adaptive
Vdc control method for the TCLC-HAPF can work well under
unbalanced loading compensation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the adaptive dc-link voltage controller for
the three-phase three-wire TCLC-HAPF is proposed. Differ-
ent from the conventional Vdc calculation method based on the
complicated FFT, the proposed Vdc calculation can significantly
reduce a large number of calculation steps, thus simplifying the
Vdc calculation. On the other hand, the proposed adaptive dc-
link voltage control method for TCLC-HAPF can achieve sat-
isfactory compensation performance, low switching loss, and
switching noise simultaneously. Finally, simulation and experi-
mental results verify both adaptive dc-link voltage controller for
the TCLC-HAPF and the proposed simplified Vdc calculation
method.
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